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Abstract
Why do the rich take more financial risk and hence earn a higher return

on their portfolios on average? In this paper, I argue that understanding
the interdependence of optimal housing decisions, debt taking and portfolio
allocation over the wealth distribution is key to explaining this robust empirical
pattern. As apart from being a means of investment, housing also serves as a
consumption good, households with a lower financial wealth to human capital
ratio optimally choose a higher share of housing out of wealth. On the one
hand, this implies that for relatively wealth-poor homeowners risky liquid
assets are mechanically crowded out from their portfolio. Second, since this
mechanism also makes poorer households optimally more leveraged, the effects
are magnified by the wedge between borrowing and lending rates: if the interest
rate on debt is higher, indebted households effectively face a lower risk premium,
and thus are provided with lower incentives to hold risky assets. Calibrating
a rich life-cycle model to the saving and home ownership profiles over age in
Swedish administrative data I find that these mechanisms enable matching
the increasing risky share pattern over the wealth distribution. I decompose
the effect of different channels and also show that the model predicts a higher
marginal propensity of stock investments for the rich.

1 Introduction
A long-standing challenge in the field of household finance concerns understanding
the robust finding that wealthier households choose to hold portfolios offering
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higher risk and higher expected returns. An example of this pattern from Swedish
administrative data is displayed in Figure 1. With the exception of the first two
wealth deciles (in which even households with negative wealth are present), the share
of cash decreases, the share of risky assets increases monotonically, while housing
and debt display a hump-shaped pattern.

Figure 1: Average portfolio allocation of households belonging to different quantiles
of the wealth distribution. The leverage ratio is measured as debt to gross wealth
and is over 100% for the bottom two wealth deciles. Details on the data and variable
construction can be found in Section 5.

Understanding the origins of these findings is crucial for two reasons: First,
the higher risky share of the rich implies higher capital income on average, which
can substantially increase wealth inequality as demonstrated by Hubmer et al.
(2021). Therefore explaining portfolio choice is important to understand the causes
and possible remedies of wealth inequality. In addition, heterogeneous portfolio
composition patterns also mean heterogeneity in terms of exposure to any shock that
is specific to an asset class, such as changes in house price, debt costs or stock market
returns. This implies that to understand the non-linear effects of these shocks, the
heterogeneous portfolio allocations need to be taken into account.

Unfortunately, an optimally increasing risky share in wealth is difficult to generate
in models assuming standard preferences. In the baseline model by Merton (1969)
and Samuelson (1969) with constant relative risk aversion preferences the optimal
risky share is constant in the absence of labor income. When we add a realistic
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income process to the model, the optimal risky share becomes a decreasing function
of wealth, keeping the income process fixed. This is so because as idiosyncratic labor
income and the stock market are very weakly correlated, regarding the portfolio
choice decision, human capital behaves as a near substitute of the risk-less asset.

A large literature has extended these standard portfolio choice models to
generate an increasing risky share over wealth. One approach lies in choosing
more sophisticated ways of modeling labor income risk: Chang et al. (2018) explore
a framework where individuals have noisy expectations about their abilities at the
beginning of their careers. This generates additional income risk for the young,
which is resolved gradually over their lifetime. Depressing risk-taking for the young
contributes to an increasing risky share over wealth, since young individuals are
poorer than the average. Catherine (2021) introduces cyclical skewness in the labor
income risk: in his paper disastrous labor market outcomes are more likely to occur
in times of bad stock market performance, hence individuals with little wealth are
reluctant to invest in stocks. While these papers can generate low and increasing
risk-taking at the bottom of the wealth distribution, the effect of these channels
fades away for the rich, as their human capital is relatively less important. There
are also several papers generating increasing risky share even on the top of the
wealth distribution, all of which involve some kind of non-homothetic preferences.
Carroll (2000) assumes holding wealth provides utility directly, besides through
financing consumption, while Wachter and Yogo (2010) include a luxury good in
their model, generating decreasing relative risk aversion as agents get richer and
optimally spend relatively more on luxuries. Finally, Cioffi (2021) achieves the same
effect by modeling housing as a necessity. Apart from implying an increasing risky
share, his model also generates the hump-shaped housing share pattern for the whole
population and decreasing housing share for homeowners similar to data and the
current paper.

In this paper, I argue that the portfolio allocation patterns illustrated by Figure
1 can be largely explained by taking into account the rich interactions of housing,
debt and portfolio allocation choices. In particular, I show that the optimal housing
to total wealth ratio is decreasing over the wealth distribution even with standard
homothetic preferences. To understand this result, it is essential to explore the
exact role of housing in consumption and saving decisions. Naturally, owning a
home is already beneficial through obtaining housing services, but at the same
time, it is also a device of saving and investment. Looking at housing chiefly as an
instrument of investment it does not seem obvious at all why the ratio of housing to
other components of wealth should depend on net wealth, assuming preferences are
roughly homothetic. A crucial assumption of this paper is that while housing is one
of the possible vehicles of investment, it is an inferior one, i.e. if houses provided no
housing services, buying a house would always be a suboptimal decision even if its
price process were as before. In this case in a frictionless model home-ownership
can be interpreted directly as a form of consuming housing services, with its cost
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equaling the foregone capital income from choosing to save into the house instead
of a superior vehicle of investment. As long as house transactions are not too
large, this observation remains largely true in a more realistic model as well. Once
housing is primarily thought of as a subject of consumption, expecting a non-constant
share of housing in wealth is natural. Indeed, consumption and savings depend
on wealth and income in a very different manner: consumption should respond
to changes in persistent income one-to-one while savings not at all, and wealth
should influence savings much more than consumption. Therefore, keeping income
constant, an additional unit of wealth does not increase optimal housing choice as
much as it does optimal savings. This implies that the optimal share of housing
from total wealth should decrease in the wealth-to-income ratio. As both in data
and typical heterogeneous agent models income is a lot less unequal than wealth,
this translates to the observation that the housing ratio appears to be a decreasing
function of wealth, as long as we consider agents who are rich enough to typically
prefer homeownership to renting.

A declining housing share among owners contributes to the increasing risky
share over the wealth distribution in two ways: First, housing mechanically crowds
out risky assets in the case of poorer home-owners. Second, when the interest
paid on debt is higher than that of the risk-free deposit rate, stock holding is less
advantageous to indebted households than the rest of the population, since the
effective risk premium is smaller. As the higher housing shares of the poor can
only be supported by relatively higher debt, the poor are disproportionately more
leveraged, and this latter channel again contributes to an increasing risky share over
the wealth distribution.

Besides the increasing average risky share, this model can also match the high
leverage ratio of the poor and the hump-shaped share of housing. On the bottom of
the wealth distribution housing share increases due to the transition from renting,
after which it starts decreasing as the wealth to human capital ratio of households
increases.

There is already a large literature investigating the relationship between housing,
debt and portfolio choice decisions, and hence many ingredients of this model can
be found in earlier papers in some form. Already Yao and Zhang (2004), Cocco
(2005) and Flavin and Yamashita (2011) pointed out that optimal housing choice
is increasing in human capital and that housing can crowd out risky investments.
One contribution of this paper is determining in a simple frictionless model exactly
in what way optimal housing level is determined by wealth and human capital.
Namely, it is shown that the optimal share of housing in wealth is linear in the
reciprocal of the share of wealth in net worth, defined as the sum of wealth and
human capital. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the same functional form
provides a fair approximation of housing decisions even in a standard life-cycle
model. My analysis of the interactions of portfolio choice decisions and interest
rate wedges in the risk-free rate is related to Davis et al. (2006) and Willen and
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Kubler (2006), who show that a higher borrowing rate than the risk-free rate can
help explain empirically plausible age profiles for stock holdings without relying
on large values of risk aversion. However, their analysis lacked housing: while
due to the corner solutions caused by the interest rate wedge, the authors found
solution methods relying on first order conditions more desirable, at that time there
was no such method to solve models featuring discrete decisions. I overcome this
difficulty by applying a modified EGM method following Iskhakov et al. (2017)
and Fella (2014) and hence in spite of the presence of housing I obtain precise and
easy to interpret policy functions. In fact, solving a standard life-cycle model with
housing and portfolio choice by a first order condition-based method is the second
contribution of this paper. A third contribution is that by combining the housing
and higher borrowing rate channels, I build a model that is able to replicate portfolio
choice patterns for homeowners over the whole wealth distribution. By presenting
appropriate counterfactuals I also demonstrate that the fit is indeed due to the
mechanisms discussed above and explain in which part of the wealth distribution
they matter. Finally, I show that in this model the marginal propensity of stock
investments is roughly increasing in wealth. This finding is of interest due to the
recent policy debate following the stimulus packages related to the Covid crisis and
the subsequent flow of retail investments to the stock market.

The most relevant paper to the current one is probably Cioffi (2021), who also
explains the increasing risky share schedule over wealth through housing. However,
he does so by assuming non-homothetic preferences: since housing in his model is
a necessity, poor agents will optimally own a relatively larger home and consume
relatively more housing services. As they get richer, the curvature of the utility
function changes, increasing the optimal risky share at the same time as housing
becomes less important. The intriguing question is, given the mechanisms in the
current paper, why does Cioffi (2021) need to resort to non-homothetic preferences
to generate these patterns? The answer most likely lies in debt: As Cioffi (2021)
only models unbacked loans of quite limited size, but his model lacks mortgages,
most households cannot choose the optimal housing level postulated by the ratio
of their wealth and human capital. This also diminishes the crowding out effect of
housing, crucial to how the current paper fits the data.

In addition, it is also worth mentioning Chetty et al. (2017), who estimate the
effect of housing on portfolio choice and find that while additional home equity
causes owners to choose a higher risky share, increasing both the house value and
mortgage by the same amount depresses risk taking. These findings are in line
with my model, since as it is discussed in Section 6.3, from the point of portfolio
choice decisions, the difference between the level of risk-free assets and the borrowing
limit is the equivalent of cash in models with no borrowing. Since this paper allows
borrowing against one’s home, house value changes correspond to varying borrowing
limits, directly affecting the implicit cash to consider when choosing the optimal
amount of risky assets.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first in Section 2 I study optimal
housing choice in a simple toy model. Then in Section 3 a rich life-cycle model is
introduced with housing and portfolio choice with the aim of inspecting the effects of
housing in a more realistic setup. Next, in Section 4 and 5 I discuss the solution and
calibration of the model. Section 6 present the result and discusses the mechanisms
of the model in detail. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 Toy model
The household lives for two periods and gains utility from housing services and
non-durable consumption through a Cobb-Douglas felicity function. Housing is
expressed in units of non-durable consumption equivalents and rental rate is τ .
Utility over time is aggregated in a separable manner, i.e. the household maximizes

u
(
hωc1−ω)

+ βv
(
x

)
(1)

where x denotes expenditure in the second period, and v is the indirect utility
function

v(x) = max
c,h

u
(
hωc1−ω)

such that x = c+ τh.

There is some initial wealth a available in period 1 and a constant income y in
both periods. It is assumed that there is no uncertainty. To illustrate the effect of
home-ownership on saving decisions in the clearest way, first we consider a setup
where housing services are available only through renting, which will provide us with
a useful benchmark.

2.1 Benchmark: renting
In this case the only vehicle of saving is a bond offering R = 1

β gross return. The
household maximizes (1) subject to

a+ y = c+ τh+ b

Rb+ y = x

The first order conditions are

v′(c+ τh) = βRv′(x) (2)
c

1 − ω
= τh

ω
(3)
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In the optimal solution, consumption and hence expenditure is perfectly smoothed
and is proportional to net worth, the sum of initial financial wealth and human
capital

c+ τh = x = R

1 +R

(
a+ y + y

R

)
Due to the Cobb-Douglas utility function, consumption of the two goods are also
proportional to net worth

c = (1 − ω)x h = ωx

τ

while saving in bonds is proportional to starting financial wealth only

b = a

1 +R
.

This is intuitive: as income equals the same amount in the two periods, the only
purpose of saving is smoothing the initial wealth across time.

2.2 Home ownership
Let us now assume that in the first period the household buys a home, and sells it in
the beginning of period 2. Housing gives a deterministic gross return Rh and there
are no transaction costs. The objective functions stays the same, but the budget
constraints now read:

a+ y = c+ h+ b

Rb+Rhh+ y = x

The resulting problem is not well-defined when Rh ≥ R. In this case housing is
desirable for consumption purposes and is also an arbitrage device: it is feasible to
choose h = −b = N for any large N , leading to unbounded utility. On the other
hand, an interesting trade-off takes place if Rh < R: housing is still necessary for
consumption purposes, but it becomes an inferior investment device. Now equation
(3) is replaced by

c

1 − ω
=

(
1 −Rh/R

)
h

ω

which is an intriguing equation. The effective price of housing is expressed in terms
of the foregone interest income resulting from choosing to invest in h instead of b.
In particular, when increasing the level of housing by one unit instead of investing
the same amount in the bond, interest income in the second period is lowered by
R−Rh. To express this loss in period 1 terms, we have to discount it by R to arrive
at the current price of housing services.
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For the sake of comparability, assume τ = 1 −Rh/R, in which case the agent is
indifferent between owning and renting. Then it is easy to show that consumption
and housing allocations are the same as in the renting benchmark case. However,
now saving does not have the sole purpose of spreading a across periods: it also has
to compensate for the side-effect of home ownership, namely that it transfers wealth
to the next period in an inferior rate of return, besides providing housing services.
In particular,

Rbowner = Rbrenter −Rhh

so bond holdings of a home owner are chosen such that she ends up with the same
after return return wealth in the second period as in the renting solution. Using
this formula, we can compute the ratio of housing to total wealth as below

Housingowner
Net Wealthowner

= Rhh

Rhh+Rbowner
= Rhω

1 −Rh/R

a+ y + y/R

a
(4)

Note that I use after return wealth components, since this leads to cleaner formulas.
It turns out that in this simple model, housing share in total wealth is not constant,
but it depends on the relation of human capital and initial wealth. In particular,
housing share is a hyperbolic function of a

a+y+y/R , the share of initial wealth in net
worth, and is diverging to infinity if initial wealth approaches zero. This is because
when there is no wealth to smooth across periods, the only role of holding bonds
is counteracting the transformation of wealth towards the second period caused by
home ownership. Therefore in the limiting case of total savings equaling zero, a
positive amount of housing is owned, fully financed by debt. In the other limiting
case, when human capital is small relative to initial wealth and a

a+y+y/R approaches
1, housing share will converge to a positive constant.

We have shown that in this simple framework with unlimited borrowing, the
optimal share of housing to wealth is decreasing in the wealth to human capital ratio.
In the rest of the paper, a full-fledged life-cycle model is considered to investigate
the magnitude and consequences of this effect in a more realistic setting.

3 Full Model
3.1 Demographics and intratemporal utility
I analyze a partial equilibrium overlapping generation economy populated by a
continuum of finitely lived households indexed with i, which are ex-ante identical
except for their age (j), starting wealth and starting persistent income level (zi,25).
Each period a measure one of 25 years old households are born. Survival is stochastic,
but 100 years old households die for certainty. In general, the probability that a
household of age j will be alive next period is denoted by qj+1. One period in the
model corresponds to one year. In each period, households derive instantaneous
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utility from non-durable consumption (c) and housing services (h) according to
Cobb-Douglas preferences:

U(c, h) = hωc1−ω

where ω is the optimal share of housing in expenditure in the absence of frictions.1

3.2 Income process
Working-age households supply labor inelastically and are subject to exogenous
labor income shocks. Their log labor income is composed of a deterministic secular
growth term (gt), a deterministic age term (f), a persistent (z) part following an
AR(1) process and a transitory (ν) stochastic part.

yij = gt+ fj + zij + νij

zij = ρzij−1 + εij

The two shocks ε and ν are iid normal random variables with zero mean

εij ∼ N(0, σ2
ε)

νij ∼ N(0, σ2
ν)

and zi,25 is drawn from the implied stationary distribution of z. Note that all shocks
to labor income are idiosyncratic and the sole aggregate change is through the
deterministic, exponential growth at gross rate G = exp(g). Households at age 65
retire and afterwards their persistent income level is deterministically pinned down
by their persistent income state at the time of retirement. However, they are still
subject to transitory shocks which have smaller variance than during working time,
i.e. for j > 65 we have

yij = gt+ fj + zi,65 + νrij

νrij ∼ N(0, σ2
νr )

The presence of income risk is set to match the observed cross-sectional variance of
disposable income residuals of retired persons, but it is also instrumental for the
technical purpose of smoothing out jumps arising from non-convexities in integrands
when computing expectations. Since the model does not feature risks related to
unexpected medical expenses, the true total uncertainty faced by the elderly is
probably still underestimated.

1In an earlier version of this paper, a CES-utility function with subsistence levels was used, and
the main findings presented in this paper were found to be robust in that more general setup.
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3.3 Housing
Housing services (h) can be obtained either by renting or by owning a house (H).
Homes of any size H are in infinite supply at market value Pht H where Ph is an
aggregate price level subject to stochastic deviations around a deterministic trend
as follows:

Pht = Gth exp(p̃ht )
p̃ht = ρhp̃ht−1 + εht εht ∼ N(0, σ2

h)

Owners consume housing services corresponding to their housing level, i.e. it is
not possible to rent another apartment nor to rent out part of one’s own home. In
particular, housing services equal to the size of the home multiplied with Gth, which
represents the improving efficiency of utility provided by a dwelling of constant size.
Thus

hit = GthHit if Hit > 0.

where H = 0 corresponds to renting. Therefore it is assumed that the secular trend
in house prices is fully justified by home improvements leading to homes providing
higher utility, and hence the aggregate price changes do not cause trends in the
size of demanded houses. Housing consumption for renters is flexible but entails
paying a rental cost amounting to τPht h/Gth, where τ is a real rental rate including
operational costs. Rescaling by Gt is necessary, since h/Gth expresses the current
home size capable of producing home services h in time t and Pht is the price of
homes expressed in size terms.

Selling or buying real estate involves transaction costs: When purchasing a
house one has to pay Φ > 1 times the house value, but selling results in income
corresponding to only α < 1 times house value. In addition, home owners must
pay a maintenance cost amounting to χ times the home value. Apart from repair
activities counteracting any depreciation of real estate, χ also includes operational
and home improvements costs. To sum up, the total net costs originating from
discrete home ownership decisions sum up as

D(Hit−1, Hit, P
h
t ) = Pht Hitχ1Hit>0 +

(
HitΦ −Hit−1α

)
Pht 1Hit−1 ̸=Hit (5)

3.4 Asset Choice
In addition to housing, agents also have access to several liquid means of saving (s):
They can invest into bonds (B) offering a risk-free gross rate Rf and stocks (ξ) with
stochastic risky gross rate Rt with log(Rt) ∼ N(µM , σ2

M ). When participating in
the stock market (ξ > 0), a yearly participation cost F has to be payed. In addition,
it is possible to take on debt in the form of mortgage (M) and consumption loans
(L) with constant rates Rm and Rl, respectively. To sum up, liquid savings can be
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allocated as below:
sit = Bit + ξit + F1ξit>0 −Mit − Lit

All liquid investments are subject to a no short-position constraint. Furthermore,
one cannot take a mortgage larger than a δ fraction of her current house value and
consumption loan has an exogenous upper limit L. In addition, both kinds of debt
are bounded from above by a modified natural debt limit, which is a function of
age and the persistent income state and is set such that a household’s expected
lifetime income HC must be sufficient to cover repayment even without spending
more than a prespecified η fraction of yearly income on debt costs. This means
that as households age, borrowing constraints get tighter, but interest rates are not
affected.

0 ≤ Bit (6)
0 ≤ ξit (7)

0 ≤ Mit ≤ min
{
ηmHC(zit, j), δPht Hit

}
(8)

0 ≤ Lit ≤ min
{
ηcHC(zit, j), L

}
(9)

It is assumed that mortgages are renegotiated each year costlessly according to
current conditions. This is a strong and unrealistic assumption, but is necessary to
avoid adding one more state variable to the model and it is line with most papers in
the literature featuring both housing and portfolio choice. It is assumed that

Rf < Rm < Rl

As a consequence, households hold debt only if they do not hold bonds and
consumption loan is chosen only when the total mortgage capacity is exhausted.
This also means that one could equivalently treat the three risk-free assets as one,
with a risk-free but state-dependent interest rate.

3.5 Bankruptcy
Due to a combination of low savings, low income outcome and tightening credit
constraints caused by falling house prices, it can happen that even after selling its
home, a household cannot finance positive consumption without taking on more debt
than allowed. In this case bankruptcy occurs: any home owned is lost and savings are
set to the minimum. In other words, debts are renegotiated such that the household
is moved to the borrowing constraint, but all further debts are canceled. In addition,
expenditure is exogeneously set to ζ, which plays the role of a consumption floor
as in Hubbard et al. (1995) and Ameriks et al. (2011). ζ represents unmodeled
insurance mechanisms in the form of transfers either from the government or from
relatives. Intuitively, this parameter will determine how hard households try to
avoid staying too close to their respective borrowing constraint.
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3.6 Timing and Intertemporal Decisions
At the beginning of each period t, the agent is given her idiosyncratic cash on hand
ait, persistent income and housing level, and the aggregate house price and wage
level. For new-born households cash on hand is composed of bequests and labor
income, while for older households bequests are replaced by their own after return
liquid savings (ŝit) from the previous period. She then chooses her current housing
level, how much non-durable goods and housing services to consume in the current
period, how much to save for the next period sit, and how to allocate those savings
across the liquid instruments. Home owners must consume housing services equaling
to their home size, while renters may adjust housing consumption freely in each
period. Utility is aggregated over time according to Epstein-Zin preferences.

To summarize, the maximization problem of agent i is

Vj(Gt, Pht , ait, zit, Hit−1) = max
{c,B,L,M,ξ,H,h}

{
(1 − β)U

(
cit, hit

)1−ψ

+ β
(
qj+1Et

[
Vj+1(Gt+1, PHt+1, ait+1, zit+1, Hit)1−γ

]
+ (1 − qj+1)Et

[
B(Gt+1, PHt+1, ŝit+1 + αPht+1hit)1−γ

]) 1−ψ
1−γ

} 1
1−ψ

subject to

ait = cit + sit + τ
hit
Gth

Pht 1Hit=0 +D(Hit−1, Hit, P
h
t ) (10)

sit = Bit + ξit + F1ξit>0 −Mit − Lit (11)
ŝit+1 = Rt+1ξit +RfBit −RmMit −RlLit (12)
ait+1 = ŝit+1 + exp(yit+1) (13)
hit = GthHit when Hit > 0 (14)
Ht ∈ {0, H1, . . . Hl} (15)

and the no short position and borrowing constraints from section 3.4. Households
have a bequest motive for saving. It is well known that the curvature of the bequest
function can vastly affect savings for the old Nardi and Fella (2017). In this model
non-trivial curvatures are already present due to the non-convexities caused by
housing decisions, therefore for the sake of expositional clarity I avoid "warm-glow"
type bequest utilities and choose a more neutral approach. It is assumed that
the bequest function coincides with a scaled version of newborn households’ value
function. Hence,

B(Gt+1, PHt+1, ŝit+1+αPht+1hit) = κEt
[
V25(Gt+1, Pht+1, ŝit+1+αPht+1Hit+Y1, zi25, 0)

]
where κ determines the strength of bequest motive and zi25 is assigned from the cross-
sectional stationary distribution of z. Note that when simulating the model, only a
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constant fraction θ of the bequest is given to an offspring, the rest is distributed evenly
across the whole population, but this is not taken into account in the optimization
problem. This is a necessary simplification: while in a more consistent setting the
households would take into account how bequest are distributed over the whole
population and how the marginal utility of wealth depends on the age and wealth
of the inheritor, this dimension is abstracted away from in the current formulation.
Instead, the optimal saving decision problem is solved by assuming that a young
household will receive the bequests.

4 Solution of the model
4.1 Optimal policies
By taking advantage of the recursive structure of the problem, the optimal policies
can be found backwards: On one level this means that the algorithm starts at age
100 and progresses towards the young. Furthermore, each period can be divided
sequentially into three sub-periods: After learning the value of current shocks the
agent decides on her housing level, then decides how much of the remaining wealth
she should consume or save, and lastly decides how her liquid savings are allocated
among risky and safe assets. This implies an appropriate order of solution: First
the optimal risky asset allocation is found conditionally on the housing decision
and the amount of total liquid savings. Once the optimal risky share as a function
of liquid savings and housing is known, the marginal value from liquid savings
is determined for each housing choice: This allows for solving for the optimal
consumption-saving decision as a function of the discrete housing choice and the
cash on hand remaining after potential costs involving home owning. Finally, the
optimal discrete housing decision is solved by simply comparing values resulting
from the potential alternatives.

On the technical side, the main challenge is caused by the fact that the combination
of discrete and continuous decisions gives rise to non-concave value functions.
Inconveniently, this means that first order conditions are in general only necessary
but not sufficient conditions for optimality. To counter this problem I follow Fella
(2014) and Iskhakov et al. (2017) who develop a version of the endogenous grid
point method by Carroll (2006) with discrete choices. The key idea is that even
though optimal consumption may be non-monotonic and the optimal saving policy
may be discontinuous, in a large class of models optimal savings is still a monotonic
function of cash-on-hand. This observation allows for efficiently identifying the
optimal sections of the candidate consumption correspondence pinned down by the
first order conditions, resulting in the optimal consumption policy. Also due to
non-convexities, integrands are typically not smooth, and hence extra care needs
to be taken when computing expectations. All further details on the numerical
procedures are relegated to Appendix B. In the end, computation of all risky share
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and consumption decisions are based on first order conditions, which results in higher
precision and speed than what value function iteration would allow for.

Since the bequest function is linked to the value function of the youngest agents,
an extra outer loop is needed when finding optimal policies. Namely, first all policies
are computed using a guessed bequest function. Then the bequest function is updated
using the computed value function of 25 years old households and this process is
repeated until the change in the bequest function is small enough. Fortunately,
using a sensible guess in practice already after two iterations sufficient precision is
achieved. This happens so, because new-born households are so far from death in
expectation that their value function is barely influenced by the bequest function.

4.2 Wealth distribution
After solving for the policy functions, the steady state distribution is obtained by
simulating several generations over time. The first cohort starts with no wealth. I
assume that a θ fraction of dying agents’ wealth is given to a newborn household,
while the remainder is evenly distributed among all survivors in the economy.
Receiving bequests from the previous cohort, new and new cohorts are simulated
until the distribution of state variables does not change substantially anymore across
cohorts. When solving for the wealth distribution it is assumed that aggregate
shocks realize at their mean values. Of course, since this was not assumed when
solving for optimal policies, the presence of aggregate uncertainty still affects the
steady state distribution.

5 Calibration
The parameters used when solving the model are chosen to provide a suitable
basis for comparing policy functions over the wealth distribution obtained from the
model with empirical estimates using Swedish administrative data. Most parameters
describing the economic environment of households are exogenously set, either based
on own computations or other sources. The rest of the parameters, in particular
those determining preferences are estimated to match aggregate saving and portfolio
allocation patterns over the life cycle.

5.1 Exogenously set parameters
Throughout the paper Swedish administrative data is used between 1994-2015,
including a rich set of yearly variables on demographics and income on the individual
level for the whole universe of Swedish population. Since household identifiers are
included, any quantities can be computed both at the household or individual level.
In addition, for years 1999-2007 a rich data on wealth is available on the level of
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individual securities, bank accounts or other assets, collected due to a wealth tax. A
detailed description of this dataset is available in Bach et al. (2020).

Income process parameters and age effects are estimated on disposable income
net of capital income of 25-60 years old men. The parameters of the stochastic
process are estimated by GMM to match variances and one year autocovariances of
log real income residuals. The latter are obtained by projecting out year, age, cohort,
education group and occupation dummies from log real income. Using year, age and
cohort fixed effects at the same time involves a multicollinearity problem, which is
solved by assuming that cohort effects are orthogonal to a trend and sum to 0. I
chose this normalization to provide a close match to the model, which also abstracts
away from cohort effects. 2 The age effects supplied by the same regression are used
as the age profile figures fj . I also tried estimating the income process parameters by
separating the sample according to education level. As moments of income residuals
were in each case fairly similar to that of the pooled sample, the results from the
pooled regression are used when solving the model. However, apart from affecting
stochastic properties of the income residuals, fixed effects also influence the level of
average earnings. By abstracting away from these when solving the model, I most
likely underestimate the true level of inequality in terms of income, even if the level
of income risk for each household is roughly correct.

The parameters of the housing price process are estimated from the yearly price
index of detached houses provided by Statistics Sweden, which is available since 1981.
The series is made nominal using SCB’s CPI data after which a trend is removed
from the log real values. The resulting trend coincides with the growth term is
real wage up to 3 digits, hence it is assumed that the two growth rates coincide
which greatly simplifies the solution of the household’s problem. ρh and σh are set
to match variance and auto-correlation of the resulting residual series. It should
be noted that while assuming that all involved stochastic processes are Markov is
essential to solve to model without additional state variables, this assumption might
be a strong one regarding house prices as the series appears to have substantial
deviations on longer frequencies (5-8 years). During the solution of the model, all
continuous Markov chains are replaced with a discretized version obtained by the
Rouwenhorst method.

Housing share ω is set to match the share of housing expenditures out of disposable
income in the case of renters in Sweden in 2007 (the earliest available figure), see
Statistics Sweden (2022a). This figure is suitable benchmark as long as disposable
income and total expenditure of renters is not drastically different. Transaction
cost for buying a house is set to 3.5%, approximately representing a 1.5% stamp
duty on the real estate value and an extra 2% for a typical mortgage initiation cost.

2An alternative, and perhaps conceptually preferable approach would be taking into account
cohort effects both for earnings and wealth patterns. Unfortunately, due to the shortness of the
panel of wealth variables, cohort effects for the latter are difficult to disentangle from age effects
without making strong assumptions.
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The transaction cost for selling is set to 4%, since a typical commission for real
estate agents is reported at 3 − 5%. Maintenance cost χ is set to 4.5%, based on
calculations of Svensson (2023). Approximately 1.5% form this figure should be
interpreted as depreciation, while the rest represents operational and maintenance
costs.

The risky investment return parameters are computed from monthly data on
the Swedish stock market index between 1983-2016, taking the 30% capital gains
tax into account. This results in a mean log return of 0.0646, with a standard
deviation of 0.12. Interest rates take their average value between October 2005 and
the December 2007, which is the intersection of the time periods when these numbers
are reported by SCB and when the wealth data is available. The risk free rate is set
to 1.3%, the average interest rate on bank accounts provided to households, which is
the primary vehicle of risk-free investments in Sweden. The average mortgage rate
equals 4%, while the interest on consumption loan is 7.5%.

The maximal loan-to-value ratio for mortgages is set to 0.85, a typical value in
the literature. Note that currently this maximum is enforced by law in Sweden, but
it was not yet the case in the years, from which detailed wealth data is available. The
payment-to-income ratio is set to ηm = 0.18 for mortgages, which would be implied
by the chosen mortgage rate and a recent regulation limiting the debt to income
ratio at 4.5 in Sweden. Finally, ηc = 0.2 and the maximal level of consumption loan
L is set twice the value of average income in the model. The latter two values are
based on Finansinspektionen (2019), a report on consumption loans by the Financial
Supervisory Authority.

5.2 Estimated parameters
The rest of the parameters (β, κ, θ, γ, ψ, ζ, F and τ) are estimated by simulated
method of moments in a way that certain patterns generated by the model match
their empirical counterparts. The reason τ is included among the parameters
to estimate together with preference parameters is that without having a free
parameter influencing directly the decision between renting and owning, home-
ownership patterns are very difficult to match. Since the mechanisms discussed in
this paper work through housing decisions, representing the latter in a realistic way in
the model crucial to claim that findings of this paper are relevant to understand the
effects of home-ownership in real life economies. In this section I am first describing
the estimation targets, the method of estimation and the match provided by the
model.

As the model’s performance is judged based on how well it can match portfolio
allocation patterns over the wealth distribution, it is reasonable to calibrate the above
parameters such that the shares of different asset classes in the aggregate is close to
the data. In particular, having a life-cycle model at hand, I am matching the paths
of average net wealth, risky assets, debt, housing value, stock market participation
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and home-ownership ratio over age. Note that in order to avoid hard-wiring portfolio
choice policies already at the calibration stage, I am targeting the average value
of wealth components for each age instead of targeting average portfolio shares,
which would give less freedom for the model to generate different portfolio choice
patterns. In addition, to make comparisons of patterns over the wealth distribution
meaningful, it is crucial that wealth distribution induced by the model is also a close
match to the empirical one. Therefore I am also targeting the shares of wealth held
by households in selected quantiles of the wealth distribution.

Targeted moments in the data are computed as follows: For all empirical
patterns only data from year 2000 is used, since during the subsequent years an
exceptional housing price boom took place and due to the way how home value
data is collected, filtering out year effects without heterogeneous distortions over the
wealth distribution would be very difficult. The unit of analysis is the household,
which is represented by the total income and wealth of its members divided by the
number of adults in the household.3 The age of the household is defined as the
age of the household’s oldest member. Risky liquid assets include stocks, funds
(except money market funds), commercial real estates, derivatives and private equity.
Housing includes residential real estate and vacation homes. Home-owners are
households with positive housing, while participants are those with positive risky
liquid asset holdings. Cash (or liquid safe assets) includes cash, bank deposits and
money market funds. The debt variable includes both mortgages and unbacked
credits. Using these raw values of cash and debt would be problematic to compare
with the model however, since while on one hand a significant share of the population
holds both cash and debt in the data, this can never happen in the model. For the
sake of more fair comparisons, I use netted out versions of these two quantities when
computing averages for each age group as follows:

cashnet = max{0, cash− debt}
debtnet = max{0, debt− cash}

Note that from now on empirical cash and debt values will always refer to their
netted out versions. To make the results comparable with the model, all obtained
averages over age are normalized by the average total income in the economy.

Measures of the wealth distribution are all computed based on net wealth, defined
as the sum of risky and safe liquid assets and housing, minus debt. The quantiles
considered for matching the wealth distributions are the following ones: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.975, 0.99, 0.995. This comparison is performed as
follows: First, I compute the net wealth level corresponding to the above quantiles
and normalize it with average income. Then I compute how big share of the

3Statistics Sweden classifies two adults as one household if (1) they are married or (2) they have
common children and are registered at the same address. According to this definition, never more
than two adults are present in one household.
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population in the model is in the wealth groups defined by the same cutoffs. Then I
take differences of the resulting population shares from those of the data.

The estimation is performed as follows. For a given guess for the parameter
vector, the policy functions and the wealth distribution are solved for. Next the
averages of net wealth, housing wealth, risky wealth, cash, debt, participation rate
and home ownership rate are computed for ages 25-100 years in the model and I take
their differences with the empirical values. Monetary values all rescaled by average
income income. Then I add the difference in wealth shares as described above. In
total, this process results in 76 × 7 + 14 = 544 moments, which are organized in a
column vector z. Parameters are chosen to minimize

z′Wz

where W is a diagonal weight matrix. Weights are adjusted such that the importance
of the wealth distribution equals the other patterns in spite of consisting of fewer
numbers. In addition, life cycle patterns are weighted such that weights correspond
to the age distribution of the population. First global optimization is performed
by evaluating the objective function at 5000 Sobol points in the parameter space.
Then the solution is found by performing local optimization using the Nelder-Mead
method started from the best point.

The values of the resulting parameters are summarized in Table 1. The estimated
value for τ = 7.1% is in the range of realistic values: the most important component
of rental costs is rental rate itself, for which an upper bound is 5.7%, the ratio of
rents and prices of newly built rental dwellings in 2000. Note that in Sweden the
majority of rental apartments are affected by rent control, so most households face
a lower rental rate than this value. In addition, renters also have to pay operational
costs, approximately increasing the rental cost by 2.5 percentage points.

Next, the matched patterns are reported in Figure 2. In general, most life-cycle
patterns are matched reasonably precisely until retirement. Moreover, the paths of
net wealth, housing wealth, risky assets, debt, home ownership and participation
all replicate the hump-shaped patterns over the whole life cycle found in the data.
However, the speed of dissaving generated by the model is significantly faster than
its empirical counterpart. In addition, the little saving that is predicted by the
model for the old is chosen in a far too risk seeking manner. In particular savings of
the old are allocated almost exclusively in risky assets, while housing and cash are
avoided, in a stark contrast with data. These findings might be a consequence of
not modeling health risks for the elderly as De Nardi (2004). Of course, in general a
worse fit for the policies of the elderly is to be expected, since during estimation the
corresponding moments got a smaller weight when computing the objective function.
A further deviation from the data is the insignificant amount of cash holdings.
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Preference parameters
β time preference rate 0.938 estimated
κ Bequest strength 0.932 estimated
θ Bequest share to offspring 0.473 estimated
γ risk aversion 8.81 estimated
ψ inverse EIS 0.761 estimated
ω housing share 0.276 SCB
ζ consumption insurance 0.045%∗ estimated
Returns and participation cost
Rf deposit rate 1.013 SCB
µM expected log stock market return 0.0646 SIXRX
σM s.d. of log stock market return 0.14 SIXRX
Rm interest rate - mortgage 1.04 SCB
Rc interest rate - consumption loan 1.075 SCB
F fixed participation cost 1.8%∗ estimated
Income
g drift of aggregate wage growth 0.0213 data
ρ auto-correlation of persistent component 0.924 data
σε s.d. of shocks to persistent income 0.171 data
σν s.d. of shocks to transitory income 0.356 data
σνpen transitory pension 0.094 data
Housing
ρh autocorrelation of housing prices 0.9334 data
σh s.d. of housing price shocks 0.0836 data
minh minimal housing size 1∗ preset
Φ buying costs 1.035 preset
α selling costs 0.96 preset
τ rental costs to price ratio 0.071 estimated
ηm PTI mortgage 0.3 preset
ηc PTI consumption loan 0.2 FI
L maximal consumption loan 2∗ FI
δ mortgage max LTV 0.85 preset
χ maintenance cost 0.04 Svensson (2023)

Table 1: Calibrated values for model parameters. Quantities marked with an asterisk
∗ are expressed relative to average yearly income.
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Figure 2: Targeted moments in the model and in the data
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This is partly driven by the slight overshooting of debt - since debt and cash
are never held at once - and also the fact that over a significant range of wealth
levels it is optimal to hold no debt and no cash, before hoarding cash becomes
optimal (see section 6.3 for a discussion). Finally, note that even though the
wealth distribution is relatively well matched, the model predicts very little mass of
households owning more wealth then 16.91 times the average yearly income, which
corresponds to the richest 2.5% in the data. While this is not surprising given that
this model does not contain any common ingredients of models generating realistic
wealth inequality on the right tail (such as preference heterogeneity, skewed income
shocks, entrepreneurship, or idiosyncratic returns), this warns us that the current
model might be most useful to interpret portfolio choice patterns over the wealth
distribution after discarding the super rich.

6 Results
6.1 Policy Functions
In the following, portfolio policies are presented over the wealth distribution, where
the share of each portfolio component is expressed as the ratio of the corresponding
component with gross wealth, defined as the sum of safe and risky liquid wealth and
housing wealth. To compare policies over the wealth distribution in the data versus
the model, the following procedure is used: After creating wealth bins in the data
using the same percentiles as in section 5, I normalize the thresholds by the average
yearly income of the economy. Then I build the corresponding wealth bins in the
simulated wealth distribution using the same multiples of average income in the model
and compute average policies over the resulting wealth quantiles. Therefore when
comparing policies in the model and data, we know that the compared households
are similarly wealthy, but they do not necessarily sit at the same point at their
respective wealth distribution. This procedure has the advantage that comparisons
are not distorted by differences in the exact shape of the wealth distributions in the
model and the data. Therefore the following figures present portfolio choice patterns
generated by the model and their empirical counterparts over the empirical wealth
distribution.
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Figure 3: Average portfolio allocation patterns of households over the empirical
wealth distribution. Model versus data. Note that households with zero gross wealth
are assigned share zero for all components.

It turns out that most portfolio choice patterns are matched surprisingly well.
One apparent shortcoming of the model fit is that it significantly over-predicts
risk-taking for the middle of the wealth distribution. This generates a too high risky
share and leverage ratio, while a practically zero cash ratio. However, for the richest
10% the model fit again becomes better, and in particular, the risky share is not
counterfactually decreasing for the more wealthy part of the wealth distribution,
which is a common feature of models without non-homotheticities. Note that the
last data point in the model results is missing, since the model cannot generate
agents with wealth corresponding to the richest half percent of the empirical wealth
distribution. To understand what drives the deviations from empirical patterns,
it is useful to consider home-owners and renters separately. Before that however,
it is important to check that home-ownership varies over the wealth distribution
similarly in the model and data. As seen in Figure 4, the model correctly replicates
the increasing share of home owners along the wealth distribution.
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Figure 4: Home-ownership ratio over the empirical wealth distribution. Model versus
data. Note that households with zero gross wealth are assigned share zero for all
components.

Figure 5: Average portfolio allocation patterns of renters over the empirical wealth
distribution. Model versus data. Note that households with zero gross wealth are
assigned share zero for all components.

Note that both the data and the model features a significant share of heavily
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indebted homeowners: More people in the bottom decile own housing than any
of the following two deciles. After understanding how households with different
home-ownership status are spread out over the stationary distribution, next we
examine portfolio choice decision of renters.

The obtained patterns for renters accurately represent the typical difficulties
models face when trying to match portfolio choice over the wealth distribution. Poor
households choose not to participate in the stock market due to high fixed costs.
On the other hand, once they are past the wealth levels where the participation
cost has a sufficient deterring effect, their risky share immediately jumps to 100%.
This is due to the fact that their human capital is still large relative to financial
wealth. Since in this model labor income is not correlated with the stock market,
human capital is a close substitute of cash when thinking about optimal portfolio
choice, driving up the optimal share of risky assets out of gross wealth. For the
richest renters however, the weight of human capital is getting smaller, leading to
decreasing risky share and increasing cash share on top of the wealth distribution,
which is counterfactual. The inability of the model to match portfolio choice of
renters accurately is not very surprising as all mechanisms in the model that might
matter for renters have a bite only for the poorest segment, namely precautionary
motives amplified by housing price risk and the fixed participation cost. Let us
consider the corresponding figures for home-owners next.
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Figure 6: Average portfolio allocation patterns of home-owners over the empirical
wealth distribution. Model versus data

In contrast to renters, the model performs very well to reproduce portfolio choice
patterns for home-owners, especially considering these moments were not targeted
during the calibration. In particular, both housing and risky share patterns are
precisely matched by the model. Debt holdings are significantly overshot in the
model, even though the decreasing pattern and flattening out around 0 for the
richest segment is well captured. The share of safe liquid assets is low and flat in
data, while the same quantity is practically flat 0 in the model. In the following
subsections the mechanisms behind these patterns are examined in detail.

6.2 Housing choice
It is clear from Figure 4 that to understand how the model generates an increasing
risky share for home-owners, it is necessary to find out what drives the decreasing
optimal housing share over the wealth distribution. The toy model in Section
2 offered a simple explanation: since housing decisions are made to smooth net
worth - including human capital - over one’s lifetime, while saving decisions are
to smooth only wealth over time, households with relatively more human capital
should optimally choose higher housing ratios. So far we have seen that the optimal
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housing share monotonically decreases over wealth, so it is of interest to see, if the
same is true for the share of human capital out of total net worth.4 As shown by
Figure 7, this is in indeed the case, suggesting that the mechanism uncovered in the
toy model might be relevant in the full life-cycle model as well.

However, we can perform a somewhat more direct test to demonstrate the
connection between human capital and optimal housing consumption. As shown
in the toy model, there exists a hyperbolic relationship between the optimal share
of housing in net wealth and the share of financial wealth in total net worth. Both
these quantities can be computed in the model for all states (determined by age,
persistent income state, housing level and liquid wealth) after which the resulting
pairs of values can be plotted as shown on Figure 8.

Figure 7: Shares of human capital out of net worth and share of housing in gross
wealth over the wealth distribution.

4Human capital in the model is computed as the discounted expected value of one’s lifetime
income, taking survival probabilities into account, discounted by Rm.
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Figure 8: The relationship of the share of housing wealth in net wealth and the
share of wealth in net worth in the model. Each dot represents one state, and the
color intensity is a monotonic function of the mass of households in the given state
in the stationary distribution. For computational reasons only a random sample of
all states is shown on this graph.

Figure 8 clearly depicts a hyperbolic pattern for home-owners, conforming the
findings in the analytically tractable model of Section 2. Note that the horizontal
line at level 0 corresponds to renters. We can therefore conclude that households
with less wealth relative to their human capital will optimally choose a high housing
share, which mechanically crowds out risky assets from these households’ portfolios.
The size of this effect will be discussed in Section 6.4, after a discussion on how the
interest rate wedge shapes optimal risk taking.

6.3 Asset choice and the interest rate wedge
After understanding what induces the crowding out effect of housing on risky
investment for poor households, we focus on an orthogonal effect. Even considering
housing choice fixed, interesting patterns in the risky share are generated by the
differences among interest rates of different risk-free investment vehicles. For most
home-owner states, due to the house transaction costs, for a fairly large interval of
wealth it is optimal to stay in the current housing state. Outside of this interval,
on the lower end the household optimally sells its house and buys a smaller one
or becomes a renter. On the other extreme, it switches to a larger home often by
taking on more debt. To understand optimal policies in the region with no change in
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housing, it is most useful to examine the optimal portfolio choice sub-problem of the
household’s full optimization problem, taking given current housing and expenditure.
For the rest of this subsection, assume that γ < 1 for expositional clarity.5 Fixing
the current state, with some abuse of notation define

V j+1(ŝ′) = βE
[
qj+1Vj+1(G′, P ′

H , ŝ
′ + exp(y′), z′, H)1−γ (16)

+ (1 − qj+1)B(G′, P ′
H , ŝ

′ + αP ′
HH)1−γ | ŝ′

]
where time and household indices are omitted and values with prime denote quantities
determined in the next period. Then, taking current savings s as given, the portfolio
allocation sub-problem can be formulated as

max
B,ξ,M,L

E
[
V j+1(ŝ′)

]
(17)

subject to (6)-(9) and (12). Denote the Lagrange multiplier to the last constraint
with λ. Furthermore, for a generic component of saving X, let λX be the Lagrangian
multiplier corresponding to the lower bound for X, while let λX denote the same
for the upper bound, whenever applicable. Then in the optimum the following first
order conditions will hold:

E
[
R′V

′
j+1(ŝ′)

]
= λ− λξ (18)

RfE
[
V

′
j+1(ŝ′)

]
= λ− λB (19)

RmE
[
V

′
j+1(ŝ′)

]
= λ+ λM − λM (20)

RlE
[
V

′
j+1(ŝ′)

]
= λ+ λL − λL (21)

Note that all Lagrange-multipliers are non-negative and the corresponding complementary
slackness conditions hold. Before starting to interpret the policy functions in a
concrete case to gain intuition of the optimal solutions, it is worth making two points.
First, as discussed in the model description, in optimum only one of the risk-free
saving vehicles are in the interior of their respective feasible regions. Indeed, as the
left hand side of equations (19)-(21) all differ, at most one of their right hand sides
can equal λ. Second, if we have an interior solution both for a generic risk-free asset
X and ξ, then a first order condition of the form

E
[
R′V

′
j+1(ŝ′)

]
= RXE

[
V

′
j+1(ŝ′)

]
(22)

holds. Let us assume that the conditional expectation in (16) smoothed out any
potential non-concavities and hence V is strictly concave. 6 In this case it easy to

5The other case with γ > 1 can be dealt with identically apart from a few sign changes.
6This is the case if the shocks integrated out by the conditional expectation operator represented

a large enough uncertainty.
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show that the optimal ξ is a increasing function of the risk premium E
[
R′] −RX .

After making these observations we are ready to examine the intuition behind optimal
portfolio choice policies in a given state, shown in Figure 9. Note that the considered
state is not completely representative, and is chosen to give a full overview of the
possible configurations of binding asset pricing equations. In particular, regions A
and E are typically missing for younger or poorer households, since they have higher
affinity to move into a home of the most efficient size, instead of sticking to what
they have.
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Figure 9: Optimal risky and risk-free savings and housing choices as a function
of wealth for 62 years old households with house of value 10.77 times average
income, and in the average persistent income state. The top figure displays saving
decisions directly, while the bottom panel shows their value as a ratio of gross wealth.
The inaction region with respect to housing choice is divided into regions A to E,
discussed in the text.
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In region A the household does not participate in the stock market, but holds
only debt as liquid asset. If the household decided to save more but still remained in
A, then the only adjustment to optimal policies is decreasing her debt. Next, in zone
B the household starts holding stocks, which is financed by completely exhausting
the borrowing capacity corresponding to mortgage. The reason for this choice being
optimal is twofold: First, due to the high interest rate on consumption loan, holding
stocks is never optimal while exceeding the borrowing limit for mortgage. Second,
the optimal risky investment level implied by ignoring the constraints and solving
(22) with X = m is too high to be financed without relying on consumption loans.
Hence in optimum, until the latter statement seizes to be true, the household keeps
her mortgage level at the corresponding borrowing limit and responds to changes in
saving one-to-one with increasing risky investments.

Next, in region C optimal portfolio choice is determined by (22) with X = m.
As a result, both risky and safe investment increase over wealth here, in a roughly
linear manner. In fact, the ratio of these two slopes corresponds to the optimal risky
share in standard portfolio choice models such as Merton (1969), as holding one
unit less debt is analogous to one unit more of bonds. The subsequent region D is
characterized by no holding of any risky-free assets. This happens so, as at these
wealth levels, the unconstrained optimum assuming Rm as alternative risk-free rate
would imply negative mortgage holdings, while the corresponding optimum with
Rf would imply negative bond holdings, both of which are ruled out in our setup.
Therefore the optimal risky investment is in between these two benchmarks, also
illustrated by

RmE
[
V

′
j+1(ŝ′)

]
− λM = E

[
R′V

′
j+1(ŝ′)

]
= RfE

[
V

′
j+1(ŝ′)

]
+ λf

which holds here. Finally, zone E is the analogue of C, but with the bond serving as
the locally unique relevant risk-free alternative of risky assets. It is worth noting, that
optimal policies in region E appear less linear than those in other zones. Specifically,
on the right edge of the inaction region optimal risky investment is increasing faster
in wealth than in the rest of region E. This is due to the mechanism explored in the
second chapter of this thesis, implying higher risk taking close to a wealth boundary
representing a saving target.7

It is easy to appreciate the effects of wedges between interest rates on portfolio
choice patterns through the following thought experiment: By allowing negative
bond holdings in the current period, but keeping housing decisions as fixed, optimal
policies could be obtained by prolonging the optimal policies of region E over all
regions A to E. In that case both the amount of risky investments and debt would
be higher, which has two important implications. First, risky share would be higher

7The discrete time nature of this model makes the size of this effect small relative to an otherwise
equivalent model in continuous time. This is because in a discrete time setup being close to a
switching boundary in the current period does not necessarily imply being close to it again next
period with a high enough probability.
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already for lower wealth levels and second, its growth over over wealth would be
smaller. A key how wedges between interest rates cause an increasing risky share
is the presence of the risk-free asset transition regions B and D, where the risky
share always monotonically grows. Note that this finding is not specific to the
chosen measure of the risky share, namely the ratio of risky investments over gross
wealth. As in these regions the level of risk-free liquid assets is constant, while risky
investment increases in wealth, the same conclusion would hold for any natural
alternative measure of risk taking in saving.

Apart from exploring the connections of interest rate wedges and optimal portfolio
allocation, this section clarifies another feature of the model, namely that in spite of
the high estimated risk-aversion coefficient, very little cash is held in this economy.
Indeed, as debt is adjustable without paying any transactional costs, holding less
debt than its maximal level is conceptually equivalent to holding cash in a model
with no borrowing. This would imply that the formal equivalent of risky share in
a model with debt is the ratio of risky assets and the sum of risky assets and the
excess amount of risk-less assets relative to the borrowing capacity (unfortunately
and unobservable quantity). In fact, this is a possible interpretation of the optimal
investment rule in Section 7 of Merton (1971) where the agent is allowed to borrow
up to the natural debt constraint implied by her income. To sum up, in this model
risk aversion is not identified simply by the relation between stock and cash holdings,
but it is also relevant how much less debt agents hold relative to their borrowing
limits.

6.4 Counterfactuals
In the previous two subsections two mechanisms were discussed, both capable of
contributing to an increasing risky share over wealth. To explore to what extent
these channels are able to generate empirically plausible patterns over the wealth
distribution, I construct two corresponding counterfactuals with the aim of turning
off these two channels one-by-one.

In the first counterfactual the possibility of endogenous housing choice is turned
off: all agents are forced to choose a house which brings them closest to the aggregate
housing wealth to net wealth ratio in the benchmark model, among the alternatives
not bringing them to immediate bankruptcy. After this hard-wired housing decision,
the households choose expenditure and portfolio choice optimally. Note that it is not
the ratio of housing wealth to gross wealth, but to net wealth which is considered
here. This choice provides a more natural comparison, since the mechanism discussed
in Section 2 implies a pattern on the share of housing out of net wealth.

The second counterfactual concerns the channel through interest rate wedges.
To consider the least extreme alternative, I turn off this effect by resolving the
model assuming that households wrongly think that Rf = Rm = Rc = 1.04 - just as
mortgage rate in the original setup - in the stage when they decide about the risky
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share. Note that for the sake of comparison I make sure that apart from lowering
the utility from saving due to suboptimal portfolio choice, the savings and housing
decisions are not affected directly. In practice, under this scenario when a household
gets rich enough not to hold debt in optimum, they face a higher risk-free rate when
allocating their savings across different assets than in the benchmark specification.
On the other hand, when crossing under the borrowing limit corresponding to
mortgage, the household does not face a higher interest rate, increasing debt taking.

As I would like to isolate the direct effect of these modified policies from effects
through generating a different wealth distribution, I perform the following exercise:
I take the stationary distribution of the benchmark model and assume that suddenly
all households find themselves in the counterfactual in question and choose their
current policies accordingly. Therefore average policies are compared across the
benchmark specification and the two counterfactuals over an identical distribution of
states. As both channels affect home-owners only, for clarity, only results for home
owners are reported in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Average portfolio allocation patterns of home-owners over the empirical
wealth distribution. Counterfactuals versus benchmark and data

Forcing a uniform choice of housing share results in a risky share pattern not
unlike typical portfolio choice models predict. After an initial increase over the
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bottom half of the wealth distribution, risky share slowly decreases in wealth, as
human capital gradually becomes less important. The increasing segment for the
poor is partly caused by growing participation, and partly driven by agents who
cannot afford switching to the house level prescribed by the counterfactual due
to the presence of a minimal housing size. Therefore by breaking the connection
between wealth and housing decisions, the model loses its ability to generate an
increasing risky share for the rich. Furthermore, forcing the rich to choose larger
houses makes them much more leveraged compared to the data and the benchmark
model. By construction, the decreasing pattern in housing share disappears as well.
Note however, that it is still not exactly constant due to the difference between gross
and net wealth.

Turning off the interest rate wedge between the mortgage rate and the two other
risk-free rates also destroys the monotonic increasing nature of optimal risky share
over wealth. Especially the disappearance of the difference between borrowing and
lending rates is a problem: Under this counterfactual households without debt will
start hoarding cash, which depresses the risky share for the richest. This highlights
the importance of a decreasing risk-free rate schedule in effectively making risk-
premium to be an increasing function of wealth and hence generating the increasing
risky share all along the wealth distribution. It is worth noting that the calibration
overshoots the amount of debt in the benchmark economy. Hence, with a more
precise fit, where more households are affected by the interest rate of the bond, the
effect of this counterfactual would be presumably even larger.

From the above counterfactuals it becomes apparent that the baseline model can
generate an increasing risky share for the wealthy home-owners due to the presence
of housing and debt decisions and their interactions.

6.5 Marginal propensity of risky investments
To estimate the effect of almost any economic policy measure, a crucial question
is how an average household would spend an unexpected additional dollar. In
particular, an object of central importance in macroeconomic models is the marginal
propensity of consumption, due to the general equilibrium effects caused by the
aggregate consumption response. Another interesting question is what happens to
the rest of the money. Will it be invested in the stock market, is it spent on paying
back debt or it stays on a bank account untouched? Since the model considered in
this paper is able to generate realistic portfolio compositions over an empirically
plausible wealth distribution - abstracted away from the very top - it is of interest
to investigate what drives the marginal propensities of different ways to spend an
additional dollar over the wealth distribution. Defining the corresponding marginal
propensities as derivatives of non-durable consumption, housing expenditure, risky
investment and safe asset holdings with respect to cash-on-hand, we obtain the
decomposition reported in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 11: Marginal propensities of different means of saving and expenditure.

On surprising finding is the unusually large magnitude of marginal propensity of
consumption. This is a consequence of the estimated preference parameters: While
the high risk aversion and low discount factor are not unusual in the household
finance literature, they are far from typical in the macroeconomic literature on
MPCs.8 Focusing on the part of money not spent immediately, we can conclude that
in the bottom deciles all stimulus not consumed would be saved in the risk-less asset,
or more precisely it would be used to pay back debt. On the other hand, the richest
2.5% would invest all their left over money into risky investments. The transition
between these two extremes is not exactly monotonic however. To understand the
forces shaping marginal propensities of different means of saving, we need to return
to the classification of net wealth regions based on the optimal qualitative nature of
saving policies, introduced in Figure 9. By grouping all households into categories A
to E and plotting their share over wealth quantiles, Figure 6.5 is obtained, providing
an explanation for the patterns of marginal propensities.

8By examining the equivalent graphs separately for owners and renters, it is apparent that while
the illiquidity of housing plays a role generating higher MPCs for the rich, its maximal size is even
higher for renters.
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Figure 12: Distributions of risk-free asset positions relative to borrowing limit.
A - non-participants; B - participants, maximal mortgage; C - participants,
interior solution with positive mortgage; D - participants, zero risk-free assets;
E - participants, positive bond holding.

As it was discussed in Section 6.3, regions B and D are characterized by a flat
risk-free asset policy function and hence households belonging to these groups invest
all their additional savings into risky assets. By comparing Figures 6.5 and 6.5
it is clear that the wealth quantiles with high marginal propensity of risky assets
are exactly those with a high share of group B or D households. Intuitively, the
marginal propensity of risky investments is driven up by households, which do not
need additional risk-free assets for dealing with financial risk, thanks to their ample
unused borrowing capacity.

7 Conclusion
This paper argues that modeling housing and debt-taking decisions can go a long
way in matching the portfolio allocation of homeowners. In particular, I showed that
since housing choice is conducted similarly to consumption decisions, households
with a higher share of human capital in their net worth will optimally choose a
higher housing share relative to their wealth. This means that housing mechanically
crowds out risky investments to a larger degree for less wealthy households, keeping
human capital fixed. Since in the model the average human capital to net worth
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ratio decreases in wealth in the stationary distribution, this leads to a decreasing
housing share and increasing risky share in wealth for home-owners. Indeed, when
in a counterfactual households are not allowed to adjust their housing ratio, but
instead are forced to set it at the cross-sectional average, then the risky share is
decreasing over the top half of the wealth distribution.

Another contribution of this paper is linking the above channel with the effects of
debt holding. Indeed, for wealth-poor households the ideal house size can be financed
only by a relatively high reliance on debt, which affects the average risk premium
they face for two reasons: First, the interest rate of debt is higher than that of bonds.
Second, if several types of debts are available with different interest rates, the agent
optimally chooses the more expensive alternatives for financing her house purchase
only after exhausting all other possibilities. Therefore, since on average poorer
households have typically a lower wealth-to-net worth ratio, they optimally choose a
higher housing share, will take relatively more debt and as a consequence, will face
lower risk premia relative to more wealthy households. This channel endogenously
results in a wealth-dependent effective risk premium, contributing to the increasing
risky share over the wealth distribution. Lastly, to illustrate the importance of the
interplay between debt and portfolio allocation decisions, the marginal propensities
of all uses of additional liquidity were computed. I showed that a larger share of
helicopter money would be spent on risky assets by the rich, largely due to the
presence of a kind of household which can exist only in a framework where there is
an interest rate wedge between bonds and debt: when a sufficiently large amount
of unexhausted borrowing capacity is available to provide safety in rainy days, a
household might optimally allocate all additional savings into the risky asset.

Apart from explaining portfolio choice patterns over the wealth distribution in
aggregate data, it would also be interesting to test several implications of this model
in micro-data, which is something I am planning to work on next. The first of these
concerns the relationship between the share of human capital in net worth and the
share of housing in wealth. Indeed, Swedish administrative data contains detailed
information on the income and demographic characteristics of each individual over
a long time period, which would allow constructing suitable estimates of households’
human capital. Combining this with the available data on wealth including housing,
exploring how the two are related is a feasible task. Second, as discussed in Section
6.3 a key determinant of optimal portfolio allocation is the difference between the
amount of risk-free assets and the borrowing limit, which acts as a substitute for cash
in a framework without transaction costs related to debt adjustment decisions. I am
planning to test this implication by investigating portfolio choice changes around
house purchase transactions, when all involved quantities change by construction,
allowing us to separate the true effects from differences among individual fixed
effects.

One obvious limitation of the model studied in this paper is pooling all liquid
safe vehicles of saving, such as cash and various forms of debt into one composite
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asset in the optimal solution. In particular, it is the lack of any costs related to debt
initiation and renegotiation which makes it sub-optimal to hold a positive amount
of cash and debt at the same time. This simplification enabled the introduction of
debt in the model without the need to add an extra state variable. However, this
approach has two significant drawbacks: First, as a large majority of households do
not keep a positive amount of cash, this model is not a suitable tool to investigate
patterns of the risky share out of liquid assets, which is a representative measure of
risk-taking in portfolios, besides the ratio of risky assets to gross wealth used in this
paper. Second, the model understates the disadvantages of debt holding 9 and as
a consequence, has difficulties matching saving patterns over the life-cycle without
overshooting the amount of debt held in the economy. It is a natural question of how
the mechanisms presented in this paper would be affected under a more realistic
representation of debt. When taking or adjusting debt involves costs, households
would presumably find it optimal to hold some cash even if their borrowing capacity
is large. It also seems plausible that this precautionary cash holding would be a
concave function of wealth, taking the housing and debt state given, in which case
the points made in this paper could still apply and possibly be extended to the risky
share out of liquid assets as well. Whether or not the housing and debt channel
could still produce empirically plausible risky share patterns over the life-cycle and
the wealth distribution is a quantitative question, which I am planning to address
in future research.

9Boar et al. (2021) investigates how debt initiation costs can significantly reduce the effective
liquidity of households, since taking debt is avoided when facing smaller adverse shocks.
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A Additional Figures

Figure 13: Income profile, i.e. the values fj on upper left panel. The rest three
figures compare untargeted moments across data and the model, in particular, the
share of the three components of gross wealth.
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Figure 14: Marginal propensities and borrower status separately for renters and
home-owners.
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B Numerical Appendix
B.1 Solution of the household’s problem
As it was mentioned in the main text, it is tractable to solve the household’s problem
by considering individual decisions sequentially in the following order:

1. Home ownership state H

2. Saving s versus expenditure x

3. Stock market investments ξ versus vehicles of risk-free decisions.

Here, expenditure is meant to consist of non-durable consumption and rental costs
when applicable. Since we consider the expenditure decision after choosing the
discrete housing state, it is worthwhile to define indirect utility as a function of
expenditure and the housing state as follows:

u(x,H) ≡ max
c,h

U(c, h)

subject to x = c+ τhP̃1H=0

H = h if H > 0

It is easy to show that u(x,H) satisfies

u(x,H) =
{
Hωx1−ω if H > 0(
ω

τP̃

)ω(1 − ω)1−ωx if H = 0. (23)

Another source of simplification is through normalizing the problem with deterministic
trends in aggregate variables. As mentioned earlier, the empirical estimates for
secular wage growth G and the house price time trend Gh are nearly identical, and
in particular their difference is statistically not significant. Based on this, from now
on I will assume G = Gh. Using this equality and the homogeneity properties of the
preferences, aggregate states except the deviation of housing prices from trend can
be eliminated from the recursive problem,10 which simplifies as shown below:

Vj(p̃h, a, z,H) = max
{x,B,L,M,ξ,H′}

{
(1 − β)u

(
x,H ′)1−ψ (24)

+ βG1−ψ
(
qj+1E

[
Vj+1(p̃′

h, a
′, z′, H ′)1−γ

]
+ (1 − qj+1)E

[
B(p̃′

h, ŝ
′ + αp̃′

hH
′)1−γ

]) 1−ψ
1−γ

} 1
1−ψ

10With G ̸= Gh, one aggregate state representing the current wedge between the aggregate wage
and house price index would be needed to keep track of.
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subject to

a = x+ s+D(H,H ′, p̃h) (25)
s = B + ξ + F1ξ>0 −M − L (26)

ŝ′G = R′ξ +RfB −RmM −RlL (27)
a′ = ŝ′ + exp(y′) (28)
H ∈ {0, H1, . . . Hl} (29)

Note that these equations are obtained through some abuse of notation, as variables
a, s, ŝ, x, h, B, ξ, F , M , L and exp(y) and functions V and B are all rescaled
versions of themselves by Gt. Furthermore, for the sake of increased readability of
lengthy formulas, in this appendix all time indices are eliminated. Instead, values
corresponding to the next period are denoted with the prime sign, as customary.

We first divide the above problem into two a discrete housing choice problem
and the rest:

Vj(p̃h, a, z,H) = max
H′

V̂j(p̃h, â, z,H ′) (30)

subject to

â = a−D(H,H ′, p̃h)

â ≥ − min
{
ηmHC(z, j), δP̃hH ′

}
− ηcHC(z, j)

H ′ ∈ {0, H1, . . . Hl}

where V̂ denotes the post housing-choice value. â is cash-on-hand available after
potential housing transactions. Constraint (31) states that housing choices leading
to immediate bankruptcy are ruled out. The post housing-choice subproblem is
defined by

V̂j(p̃h, a, z,H ′) = max
{x,B,L,M,ξ}

{
(1 − β)u

(
x,H ′)1−ψ+ (31)

+ βG1−ψ
(
qj+1E

[
Vj+1(p̃′

h, a
′, z′, H ′)1−γ

]
+

+ (1 − qj+1)E
[
B(p̃′

h, ŝ
′ + αp̃′

hH
′)1−γ

]) 1−ψ
1−γ

} 1
1−ψ

subject to

â = x+ s (32)
s = B + ξ + F1ξ>0 −M − L (33)

ŝ′G = R′ξ −RfB −RmM +RlL (34)
a′ = ŝ′ + exp(y′) (35)
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Finally, we need to solve the consumption-saving problem and the portfolio allocation
problem. The latter is partly trivial since as the households aim to minimize interest
expenses on debt, we have
B = s− ξ − F1ξ>0, M = 0, L = 0 if s− ξ − F1ξ>0 ≥ 0
B = 0, M = −(s− ξ − F1ξ>0), L = 0 if 0 ≥ s− ξ − F1ξ>0 ≥ −Mmax

B = 0, M = Mmax, L = −(s− ξ − F1ξ>0) −Mmax if −Mmax ≥ s− ξ − F1ξ>0
(36)

where Mmax is a temporary abbreviation for min
{
ηmHC(z, j), δP̃hH ′}.

To simplify ideas and notation, let us introduce the expected continuation value,
given today’s non-trivial saving policies

Ṽj(p̃h, z, s, ξ,H ′) =
(
qj+1E

[
Vj+1(p̃′

h, a
′, z′, H ′)1−γ

]
+ (1 − qj+1)E

[
B(p̃′

h, ŝ
′ + αp̃′

hH
′)1−γ

]) 1−ψ
1−γ

To be more concrete, Ṽ takes s and ξ as given and the other portfolio allocation
decisions are determined by (36). Then we can write

V̂j(p̃h, a, z,H ′) = max
{x,ξ}

{
(1 − β)u

(
x,H ′)1−ψ + βG1−ψṼj(p̃h, z, a− x, ξ,H ′)

} 1
1−ψ

(37)

subject to

x ≤ a+ min
{
ηmHC(z, j), δP̃hH ′

}
+ ηcHC(z, j) (38)

0 ≤ ξ ≤ a− x+ min
{
ηmHC(z, j), δP̃hH ′

}
+ ηcHC(z, j) (39)

Algorithm to solve for value and policy functions Fix discrete grids for
savings {ŝ1 = s̄, ŝ2, . . . , ŝi, . . . , ŝN}, for the possible values of permanent income
{z1, . . . , ziz , . . . , zNz} and the housing price deviations {p̃h1 , . . . , p̃hip , . . . , p̃

h
Np

}. In
step j assume either that qj+1 = 0 or that we already have value and policies for
period j + 1. Consider a given housing level H and an exogenous state (ziz , p̃hip).
Next it is described how to compute optimal policies and the value function of a
household starting in this state at age j.

1. For all i (savings values) compute

(a) the optimal risky share ξ. Given si, the optimal risky share is found by
globally optimizing

ξ = arg max
ξ

Ṽt(p̃hip , ziz , si, ξ,H
′)
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In particular, I evaluate the derivative ∂Ṽj/∂ξ for 100 equidistant points
ranging from 0 to min

{
ηmHC(ziz , j), δ exp(p̃hip)H ′}+min

{
ηcHC(ziz , j), L̄

}
.

In addition, I add grid points slightly higher and lower than the cutoffs
corresponding to the boundaries appearing in (36). This is necessary, as at
these points ∂Ṽj/∂ξ is not continuous, since there is a jump in the interest
rate of the effective risk-free investment alternative. In each segment
without such a jump, where the sign switch of the derivative is consistent
with an interior optimum (the exact direction of the right sign switch
depends on parameters), I solve for the candidate by the secant method.
Among the candidates I also include endpoints and regime switch points
where the sign switch is consistent with being an optimum. Then the
candidate with the highest Ṽj is chosen as optimal. Note that in the
absence of discrete housing decisions, this would be a concave problem
and relying on the first-order condition would be sufficient.

2. When saving is strictly larger than the borrowing limit, candidates for consumption
are pinned down by first order condition

(1 − β)
∂u

(
x,H ′)1−ψ

∂x
= βG1−ψ ∂Ṽj(p̃h, z, s, ξ,H ′)

∂s

Since u is still concave, for each grid point of savings, there is exactly one
suitable value for consumption which also implies a value for the start of the
period cash-on-hand through the budget constraint. However, due to the
non-concavities in Ṽ it might happen that the correspondence between the
savings grid points and cash-on-hand is not one-to-one, therefore for some
segments of cash-on-hand more saving candidates are available, only one of
which is actually optimal. Since optimal saving is still an increasing function of
cash-on-hand (this already follows from u being concave and Ṽ being increasing,
see Iskhakov et al. (2017)), there is a trick to find to correct one.
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Figure 15: The implied red and green values of cash-on-hand overlap. We need to
identify where the optimal saving function jumps from the red segment to the green
one.

Figure 16: Conditional value functions are computed over both the red and green
segments. Their intersection shows where the discontinuity in saving (and the
other policy functions) will be. Around the switch extra grid points are added (not
indicated on the figure)
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Saving grid points (and corresponding values of ξ) belonging to suboptimal
regions are deleted. Furthermore, an extra grid point added to capture
constrained agents as in Carroll (2006): The cash-on-hand value implied by
minimal saving is the lowest point where the first order condition holds with
equality. Below that level, the agent would optimally consume all their assets.
After this the conditional optimal consumption, saving and investment policies
are obtained through linear interpolation.

3. The above step is repeated with setting ξ = 0. Then the threshold for
participation is found by comparing implied values with and without partification
at the gridpoints, after which I solve for the participation threshold ā by the
secant method on the appropriate interval. I add extra nodes around ā, and
build the final interpolated state-conditional optimal policies and value function
by combining the two subcases according to the participation decision.

4. As above functions V̂ were interpolated, we can choose optimal housing by
solving (30), which is a simple discrete optimization problem. Thresholds for
optimal housing choices are again computed via the secant method. Additional
grid points are added just below and above the regime switch points, after
which the final policy and value functions can be interpolated. The grid used
for this is obtained by combining the cash-on-hand grids obtained through the
endogenous grid point step in each case. Thus the desirable property of EGM
placing more points on regions with higher curvature is maintained.

B.2 Integration
In this section it is discussed how to efficiently and precisely compute expectations
with discontinuous and divergent integrands, as in the current model. During the
solution procedure described above, several conditional expectations of form

Et [Ft+1(a′, z′, H ′, p′
H)] = Et [Ft+1(a′, z′, H ′, p′

H)|s, ξ, z,H ′, pH ]

need to be evaluated. In most economic models f would be a smooth function in
which case computing expectations via discretizing all shocks and state variables
can give an adequate approximation. In particular, when shocks follow a normal
distribution, the Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule is known to give very precise
estimates even with relatively few grid points. However in our case due to the
non-convexities from discrete decisions we have to be more careful: Since f can be
discontinuous in a′, unwanted jumps would be introduced in the result when slightly
changing s would move a discretized a′ value from one side of a discontinuity point
to the other. This means that exact relation of the jumps in f (which is a deep
property of the model) and the location of grid points for shocks (which is arbitrary
from the theoretical point of view) can affect the results. In this particular model,
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this effect unfortunately significantly affects the estimated policy functions, even
with fairly large grids for the discretized shocks. To avoid this issue, special care is
needed when computing expectations.

Note that the above problem actually appears for one shock only. When
integrating over multiple shocks over time, if the innermost expectation is computed
correctly, it smooths out the discontinuities in the integrand assuming that the
innermost shock has a non-degenerate distribution. I give this role to the transitory
income shock, since all agents are subject to it (unlike market return, which would
smooth results only for participants). Hence,

Et
[
Ft+1(a′,z′, H ′, pH′)|s, ξ, z,H ′, pH

]
=

∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

P (rMi )P (z′|z)P (pH′
k |pH)·

·
∫ ∞

−∞
Ft+1

(
ŝ′(s, rMi ) + exp(z′ + ν + fj+1), z′

j , H
′, pH′

k

)
H(ν) dν

Now let us take all the other shocks as given and thus consider the integrand only a
function of

a′ = ŝ′ + exp(z′ + ν + fj+1)

where ŝ′ is savings including realized returns. With some abuse of notation, we
hence are interested in: ∫ ∞

−∞
F (a′(ν))H(ν) dν

Sin ce ν follows a normal distribution, if F were well approximated by polynomials,
the most efficient way of computing this integral would be by Gauss-Hermite
quadrature. There are however two problems with this:

1. F is only piece-wise continuous creating issue described above. This can be
solved by integrating piece-wise between the regime changes corresponding to
future optimal housing transactions. This means that it is necessary to keep
track of the locations of all jumps in policy functions to compute expectations
precisely.

2. F might diverge to infinity close to bankruptcy, i.e. when a′ is close to
ā = smin(z′, H ′, ph′, j). This commonly happens if F is a function of marginal
utility.
In our case we can assume that G(a′) = F (a′)(a′ − ā)p is smooth and bounded
for an adequate p. As the Epstein-Zin time aggregator is composed of power
functions, this turns out to be a reasonable assumption. Let

y =
(
ŝ′ − ā+ exp(y0 + ν)

)1/q
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where y0 = z′ + fj+1 and q is a non-zero real number. This implies

ν = ϕ(y) = log(yq + ā− ŝ′) − y0

and
ϕ′(y) = qyq−1

yq + ā− ŝ′ .

Then∫ d

c

F (a′(ν))H(ν) dν =
∫ d

c

G(a′(ν))(a′(ν) − ā)−pH(ν) dν

=
∫ (

exp(y0+d)+ŝ′−ā
)1/q(

exp(y0+c)+ŝ′−ā
)1/q G(yq + ā)y−pqH(ϕ(y)) qyq−1

yq + ā− ŝ′ dy

=
∫ (

exp(y0+d)+ŝ′−ā
)1/q(

exp(y0+c)+ŝ′−ā
)1/q F (yq + ā)H(ϕ(y)) qyq−1

yq + ā− ŝ′ dy

which can be integrated by Gauss-Legendre quadrature since the integrand is
well-behaved by the second line of the above equation, when pq < 0. Intuitively,
this transformation moves all divergence from the integrand to the integrations
limits, which is less problematic, since the limit points are not meant to
approximate nearby points.
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